Super-Resolution Phase Retrieval from Designed Coded Diffraction Patterns.
Super-resolution phase retrieval is an inverse problem that appears in diffractive optical imaging (DOI) and consists in estimating a high-resolution image from low-resolution phaseless measurements. DOI has three diffraction zones where the data can be acquired, known as near, middle, and far fields. Recent works have studied super-resolution phase retrieval under a setup that records coded diffraction patterns at the near and far fields. However, the attainable resolution of the image is mainly governed by the sensor characteristics, whose cost increases in proportion to the resolution. Also, these methodologies lack theoretical analysis. Hence, this work derives super-resolution models from low-resolution coded phaseless measurements at any diffraction zone that in contrast to prior contributions, the attainable resolution of the image is determined by the resolution of the coded aperture. For the proposed models, the existence of a unique solution (up to a global unimodular constant) is guaranteed with high probability, which can be increased by designing the coded aperture. Therefore, a strategy that designs the spatial distribution of the coded aperture is developed. Additionally, a super-resolution phase retrieval algorithm that minimizes a smoothed nonconvex least-squares objective function is proposed. The method first approximates the image by a spectral algorithm, which is then refined based upon a sequence of alternate steps. Simulation results show that the proposed algorithm overcomes state-of-the-art methods in reconstructing the high-resolution image. In addition, the reconstruction quality using designed coded apertures is higher than that of the non-designed ensembles.